
CRB Marbling Pigment Kit 
Application Instructions  

The CRB Marbling Pigments are coloring agents designed for mixing with any two-part rod finish. 

Instructions: 
1. Optional: Mask off the area you wish to Marble. Then Paint that area with spray paint. I use a Rust-Oleum lacquer 

White two fine coats. (This dries in a few minutes) Once proper color is achieved, mix second component of rod finish 
per manufactures instructions. 

2. Mix Ten cc’s of epoxy finish High build.(two minutes) now coat the area you wish to marble with a thin coat of finish 
(while turning in a dryer). 

3. With what is left of the finish pour out 3 or 4 nickel sized spots of finish on a piece of aluminum foil. 
4. Take the pigment (5 colors, you can also mix your own colors) and mix into the nickel spots of finish. 
5. Take one color on a toothpick and make a few color drops on the blank. 
6. With a thin pick drag through color drops. 
7. Now add another color and drop a small drop on the last drop. 
8. Again with the thin pick drag out this color. Repeat as many times as you like. 
9. Turn until dry 

 
Note: you can use heat between coats to blend colors more. 

 
Tips to keep in mind: 

- The CRB Marbling Kit can be used for tinting, marbling and any other coloring projects using Rod Finish. 
- The opacity is based on concentration and can range from transparent to 100% opaque. 
- The coloring agent is highly concentrated. Use small amounts when mixing. 

 

 

Tips for Mixing Pigments

Our marbling pigments are provided in the 
primary colors Red, Yellow and Blue (RYB).

You can create virtually any color by 
combining varying ratios of RYB. 

For example:

Green: Equal parts Yellow & Blue
Purple: Equal parts Blue & Red

Orange: Equal parts Red & Yellow

Use White to lighten your mixture
Use Black to darken your mixture
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Supplier: www.blakdogtackle.com


